Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a sleep-related breathing disorder, often associated with a compromised upper airway space and an increase in upper airway collapsibility [1] . Excessive daytime sleepiness, snoring, and reduction in cognitive functions are among the common symptoms of OSA [2] . The consequences of OSA are increased cardiovascular morbidity, neurocognitive impairment, and overall mortality [2] . Mandibular advancement devices (MADs) have been recommended as a primary treatment option in mildto-moderate OSA patients and in severe OSA patients who do not tolerate continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) [3] . However, there is no definitive conclusion on the relation between the mandibular protrusion position and the improvement of the OSA symptoms. Ferguson et al. suggested that a large mandibular protrusion will lead to a large decrease in OSA events [4] , while Aarab et al. found no significant difference in efficacy This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
between MADs set at 50% protrusion position and at 75% protrusion position [5] . In this case report, it is hypothesized that the airflow characteristics in the upper airway are different at different protrusion positions, viz, the larger the protrusion position, the better the ventilation of the upper airway. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a novel imaging technique, which can show the airflow characteristics in the upper airway. By investigating the airflow characteristics in the upper airway at different protrusion positions using PIV, the effect of MAD therapy on OSA can be further understood from the perspective of aerodynamics.
The aim of this case report was to evaluate the airflow characteristics in the upper airway of an OSA patient at different protrusion positions using PIV.
Case Report
A 35-year-old male OSA patient with no medical history (body mass index = 25.4 kg/m 2 ), whose main complaint was snoring at night, was treated with an adjustable MAD (Erkodent, Baden-W€ urttemberg, Germany). There was no change in his weight and sleep habit during the treatment. Based on polysomnography (PSG) at baseline, apnea occurred during both REM sleep and non-REM sleep. The total apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) was 17 events/h, supine AHI was 28.7 events/h, and the oxygen desaturation index (ODI) was 4.9. Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) score was 11. Computed tomography (Discovery CT 750, General Electric Healthcare, Milwaukee, USA) scans were taken both at baseline (without the MAD in situ) and with the MAD in situ at 50% and 75% of the maximal protrusion positions, while the patient was awake during free-breathing. The exposure settings were 120 kV, 30 mA, 0.516 pitch. Based on the CT images, three transparent air-filled acrylic upper airway models from the hard palate plane to the vocal cord plane were made by rapid prototyping as follows: (1) The solid upper airway models were based on one sagittal slice of the CT images at the midsagittal plane. This slice was expanded to a width of 10 mm to be a three-dimensional (3D) model; (2) then, these solid models were adjusted on the platform of a vacuum pressure molding machine (Biostar, Scheu-Dental, Iserlohn, Germany) and coated with a transparent acrylic sheet; (3) after the acrylic was hardened, the solid models were removed and the transparent acrylic models of the upper airway were created. Subsequently, airflow characteristics in these three upper airway models were visualized separately by PIV using the following procedure: (1) Spherical glass microparticles with a diameter of 0.5-5 lm were placed in the flow field (water) as tracing particles; (2) the rate of the flow (water) was set at 103 mL/sec, corresponding to an airflow rate of 125 mL/sec [6] ; (3) the trajectory of particles in the water was recorded by taking two photos of the upper airway models shortly after each other and exported to an image processing device; (4) from the known time difference and the measured displacement of the microparticles, the velocity is calculated [7] . Based on the velocity field and the formula,
w is the vorticity, ∇ is the del operator, and ! u is the velocity, the vorticity, which indicates the amount of turbulence in a fluid, is calculated. The inspiration phase is mimicked by allowing the flow (water) going through from the hard palate plane to the vocal cord plane, while the expiration phase is mimicked by allowing the flow (water) going through from the vocal cord plane to the hard palate plane (Fig. 1) .
For this patient, the funnel-like upper airway at baseline was gradually changed into a cylinder-like one at 75% protrusion position. The airflow characteristics (vorticity profiles) in the upper airway of this OSA patient at different protrusion positions were shown in Figure 1 . During inspiration, from baseline to 50% protrusion position, the maximum vorticity decreased from 16 to 14 per sec, while from 50 to 75% protrusion position, it remained the same (Fig. 2) . During expiration, from baseline to 50% protrusion position, the maximum vorticity decreased from 16 to 12 per sec, and from 50 to 75% protrusion position, it increased from 12 to 14 per sec (Fig. 2) . The clinical record of this patient was used to determine whether there is an improvement of the patient's symptoms. With the MAD in situ at 50 and 75% protrusion position, the main complaint of this patient, viz., snoring, was improved. However, with the MAD in situ at 75% protrusion position, this patient reported some side effects, such as tenderness in the temporomandibular joint region upon awakening. As his main sleep apnea symptom was improved to an acceptable level at 50% protrusion position, he was prescribed the MAD at 50% protrusion position. This patient was followed up 2 years after treatment by filling the ESS questionnaire, and his ESS score was 6.
Discussion
In our study, PIV was used to evaluate airflow characteristics (vorticity profiles) in the upper airway between the hard palate plane and the vocal cord plane at different mandibular protrusion positions.
For this patient, the funnel-like upper airway at baseline gradually changed into a cylinder-like one at 75% protrusion position. was greater, and more turbulence, quantified by the maximum vorticity, was observed (Fig. 1) . The turbulence increases the air pressure on the upper airway wall, which could cause tissue edema [8] . Besides, it is hypothesized that as tissues surrounding the upper airway are exposed to the abnormal airflow, such as high negative inspiratory pressure, in the long term, the anatomy of these tissues may change, for example, enlargement of the tongue or the soft palate. These adaptive changes make the upper airway narrower, which is unfavorable for air ventilation and causes a predisposition to OSA.
Vorticity is a mathematical concept used in fluid dynamics to describe the amount of turbulence in a fluid, which is equivalent to the curl of the fluid velocity [9] . The location of the maximum vorticity always occurs near the walls of the models and accompanies flow separations caused by sudden variations of the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the direction of the airflow. For OSA patients, the location of the maximum vorticity is the site where the axial cross-sectional area of upper airway changes significantly. Besides, vorticity is also a way to show the ventilation of the model, and by analyzing the distribution of vorticity contours, the ventilation of the upper airway can be determined in OSA patients [10] . During respiration, the maximum vorticity of the airflow was smaller with the MAD at 50% protrusion position in situ than without the MAD in situ, which indicates an improvement in ventilation of the upper airway with a MAD in situ. Compared to 50% protrusion position, the maximum vorticity at 75% protrusion position did not decrease during inspiration and it even increased during expiration. Therefore, the ventilation of the upper airway did not improve further (Fig. 2) . Besides, the symptoms of this patient were improved at both 50 and 75% protrusion position, but this patient reported more side effects with the MAD at 75% protrusion position in situ. These results corroborate the findings of a previous study by Aarab et al. that there was no significant difference between the MAD set at 50% of the maximal protrusion and 75% of the maximal protrusion in the reduction of the apnea-hypopnea indices [5] .
Only without the MAD in situ, a polysomnography (PSG) of this patient was recorded, and not with the MAD in situ at 50% and 75% protrusion positions, which would have provided stronger evidence for the clinical application of this novel imaging technique. However, the patient reported improvement of the OSA symptoms with the MAD at 50 and 75% protrusion positions, which is consistent with the outcome of the PIV analysis. In this case report, there is a high radiation dose from the CT scans. For future study, it is recommended to use other imaging modalities such as cone beam computed tomography which has relatively lower radiation dose along with adequate contrast between the soft tissue and empty space to show the upper airway. The upper airway model used in the PIV analysis is made of rigid acrylic, which is different from the real upper airway. For future studies, it is suggested to set up upper airway models using specific materials that could mimic more closely the behavior of the upper airway. The upper airway is a complex 3D structure, and its airflow property is intricate. Another limitation of this case report is that only the airflow characteristics on the midsagittal plane of the upper airway were investigated. Modeling airflow properties within the complex 3D upper airway would require rather extensive computing resources, which could be incorporated in a future study. Notwithstanding those limitations, PIV is a promising tool to visualize the upper airway resistance, which is important in further understanding both the pathogenesis of OSA and the working mechanism of the MAD. For example, in clinical trials, this technique can be used to investigate the airflow characteristics between OSA patients and their controls or to compare the change of the airflow characteristic during different treatment modalities in OSA patients.
Conclusion
The ventilation of the upper airway of this OSA patient was improved most with the MAD in situ at 50% protrusion position. PIV is a promising tool in evaluating airflow characteristics in the upper airway of the OSA patients.
